Get 100 per cent of flight delay compensation
with FairTravel
A 100 PER CENT CUSTOMER POSITIVE
SOLUTION
FairTravel insures customers to enjoy all the advantages
of the successful air passenger rights portal FairPlane
and, thanks to the coverage with FairTravel, to receive
the full compensation they are eligible to!
For only EUR 9.90 per year, clients are insured, can
claim up to two cases per year and receive the full
compensation in justified cases. Other similar solutions
on the market charge an average of 25-30 per cent
success commission, whereas with FairTravel, FairPlane
guarantees a 100 per cent positive customer solution.
Since 2011, FairPlane is a customer-centric online
platform, assisting passengers in claiming reimbursement
payments in case of flight delays, flight cancellations,
denied boarding or missed flight connections. FairPlane
has access to all relevant flight data and the legal
expertise, enabling them to make a successful claim on
behalf of their clients, including all of the paperwork.

PERSONALISED INSURANCE
FOR DELAYED, CANCELLED OR
OVERBOOKED FLIGHTS
Within the past 12 months, there were more than 1.7m
delayed and about 100k flights cancelled in Europe.

In many cases of flight delays, cancellations, denied
boarding or missed flight connections, caused by fault of
the operating air carrier, a passenger is entitled to claim
for compensation of up to EUR 600 according to EU
regulation 261/2004. Airlines frequently ignore or reject
claims for compensation – this is were FairPlane comes
into play.

QUICK IMPLEMENTATION OF
FAIRPLANE INSURANCE INCLUDING
RISK-CARRYING
Together with FairPlane, ELEMENT implemented this
innovative, fully digital product in record time, thanks
to the modular technology platform of ELEMENT.
According to German legislation, ELEMENT being fully
licensed in 28 EU-countries, acts as risk-carrier for the
FairPlane insurance.

With ELEMENT we found an ideal
partner. ELEMENT not only offers the
technological platform, but also the
insurer license, necessary according to
German legislation, to implement this
innovative travel insurance in record
time.
Mag. Andreas Sernetz
CEO FairPlane

WHY ELEMENT
proprietary, modular state-of-the-art IT platform
with adaptable APIs and dedicated on-boarding

20%

up to
increase in revenue per customer
through insurance products

4x

up to
faster implementation of new,
completely white-labelled insurance products
full license in

28 countries

expertise in German and international insurance
markets
actuary product creation in-house
track record of more than
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